
Introduction
Prior research has shown that energy savings are 

achievable by regulating fresh air ventilation based on the 
total number of occupants in a building. Demand-
controlled ventilation studies suggest 10 to 15% of HVAC 
energy can be reduced in buildings that set ventilation 
rates based on maximum occupancy [1]. 

Occupancy levels are crucial to develop optimal 
control strategies that maximize efficiency of a HVAC 
system. A robust system for collecting occupancy data is 
necessary to develop HVAC control strategies. Currently, 
lack of reliable occupancy data and limitations in current 
technologies (motion detectors, CO2 sensors, etc) make 
efficient system control difficult. 

Occupancy prediction can be achieved by modeling 
long traces of occupancy data captured by an occupancy 
sensing system [2], helping modify HVAC control 
strategies as building usage patterns change with time.
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Smart Camera Object Position Estimation System
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16 TMote+Cyclops nodes deployed at UC Merced in the 
Science and Engineering building

Blended Markov Chain (BMC)
If the day is partitioned in K parts, then we have K
transition matrices T . . . T each with m states. We 
linearly combine these K transition matrices to obtain K
blended transition matrices T1 . . . TK , as follows:

where the coefficients βt1, . . . , βtK are positive and sum to
one. We want these coefficients to be approximately 1 for 
close slots and quickly decrease to 0 for farther slots. We 
define the coefficients as

where ct, cs are the centers of slots t, s, and with a “slot” 
function

where σ(x) = 1/(1 + e– x) is the sigmoid function, a > 0 is
the slope at the slot boundaries and d > 0 is the slot width.

Temperature and Ventilation Criteria
Fanger’s Predicted Mean Vote PMV [3], measures 
thermal comfort. PMV depends on air and radiant 
temperatures, humidity, air velocity, occupants clothing 
and activity. PMV has values between -3.5 and 3.5 where

PMV<0 cooler
PMV>0 warmer
–0.5 < PMV < 0.5 ASHRAE standard 55.1 [4] 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1 [5] calculates ventilation using

V = RpP + RaA

V ventilation rate (CFM = ft3/min)
Rp minimum CFM/person
P number of people, 
Ra minimum CFM/ft2

A floor area
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OBSERVE Control Strategy
The OBSERVE algorithm uses the BMC to predict when 
to begin room pre-conditioning:
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EnergyPlus Building Simulation

An ASHRAE compliant building is modeled using 
EnergyPlus [6] to evaluate several HVAC strategies:

Baseline
Occupied 7:00 – 22:00
Max ventilation during this period

Reactive
Reactive temperature control
Ventilation assuming max occupancy when occupied

OBSERVE Binary
Binary occupancy prediction with OBSERVE
Ventilation assuming max occupancy when occupied

OBSERVE Occupancy
Actual occupancy prediction with OBSERVE
Optimal ventilation based on occupancy estimates


